ENTERPRISE PRODUCT LISTING
Thomson Reuters products and partnerships that support the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals and create a positive impact.
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How is Thomson Reuters supporting Sustainable
Development through its own products and
partnerships?
The following demonstrates how we are creating a social impact and aligning to
the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals through a number of our own
products and thought leadership.
ALERTNET BY THE THOMSON REUTERS FOUNDATION
AlertNet is a free humanitarian news service run by Thomson Reuters Foundation covering crises
worldwide.
PLACE BY THE THOMSON REUTERS FOUNDATION

End poverty
in all its
forms
everywhere

Reporting that explores the complex social, economic and political effects of inadequate land rights –
from environmental sustainability and food insecurity to the potential for conflict and war.
ZILIENT.ORG WITH THE THOMSON REUTERS FOUNDATION
An online platform building a global network of people interested in resilience, in partnership with the
Rockefeller Foundation.

9 BILLION BOWLS REPORT
Thought leadership report on how data is the solution to food insecurity.
By 2050 there will be 9 billion people on the planet, but with food resources struggling to provide the
needed nutrition, alternatives need to be sought to feed the world’s population.
THOMSON REUTERS AUMENTUM OPENTITLE
End hunger,
achieve food
security and
improved
nutrition and
promote
sustainable
agriculture

Product within our Tax & Accounting suite.
Partnering with communities across the world to offer a sustainable solution to increase efficiency and
transparency on land rights security. By increasing transparency around access and ownership to
land, and by providing solutions to maintain clear ownership rights individuals are able to invest in their
own agricultural solutions and businesses, creating opportunities in rural communities.

THOMSON REUTERS LABS
Thomson Reuters Labs™ in Baar, Waterloo, and Boston collaborate with customers to solve big
problems and rapidly prototype and validate solutions using data science and lean techniques.
Working with external partners, Thomson Reuters Labs are active members of regional innovation
ecosystems, delivering world-class solutions for customers.
STEM SKILLS FOR THE NEXT GENERATION
Ensure inclusive
and equitable
quality education
and promote
lifelong learning
opportunities for
all.

Thomson Reuters partners with Girls Make Games and CoderDojo to host events in our offices
worldwide promoting opportunities for coding, STEM skills and innovation in our next generation of
innovators.
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TRUST CONFERENCE BY THOMSON REUTERS FOUNDATION
Trust Conference is committed to finding real solutions to empower women and to fight slavery
worldwide. The annual event brings together global corporations, lawyers, government
representatives, and pioneers in the field of women’s rights and anti-slavery.
PLACE BY THOMSON REUTERS FOUNDATION
Achieve gender
equality and
empower all women
and girls

Reporting that explores the complex social, economic and political effects of inadequate land rights –
including women’s empowerment through land rights solutions.

POWERING THE PLANET 2045
An enterprise thought leadership piece offering expert perspectives and business insights on how
Earth will be powered in the next 10 – 30 years. What will be the main sources of electricity as global
leaders adjust to government mandates and goals? And how will this impact business growth?
GREEN HOUSE GAS EMISSIONS AND DECARBONIZATION REPORTS
Ensure access to
affordable, reliable,
sustainable and
modern energy for all

A report that analyzes key trends in top 250 global corporations responsible for 1/3 of annual GHG
anthropogenic emissions.

ONESOURCE NONRESIDENT ALIEN TAXATION
Tax and Accounting product that offers non-profit organizations and corporations access to updated
information regarding nonresident alien taxation reguations to help clients stay ahead of the changes.

Promote sustained,
inclusive and
sustainable
economic growth,
full and productive
employment and
decent work for all

THOMSON INNOVATION
Brings together the world’s most comprehensive international patent coverage and the industry’s
powerful intellectual property analysis tools to create an inclusive and sustainable industrial and
innovation development.
REUTERS BUSINESS REPORT
Build resilient
infrastructure,
promote inclusive
and sustainable
industrialization
and foster
innovation

Delivers fast and inclusive coverage of global business and finance to worldwide media operations.
This product also maintains a unique cross-industry perspective to deliver insightful facts.
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ALERTNET BY THE THOMSON REUTERS FOUNDATION
Sharing news, stories and updates on major global events and issues. Many of these stories are not
reported widely in mainstream news, raising awareness of the equality gap and struggles of many
global citizens.

Reduce inequality
within and among
countries

REUTERS AFRICA
Available via Reuters World News Express and Reuters Media Express, this product is the only truly
pan-African news broadcast, delivering insightful and accurate reporting.
REUTERS WORLD NEWS SERVICE
Complete video coverage of international news
REUTERS WIDER IMAGE
A platform to disperse in-depth visual reports from across the world written and edited by Reuters. The
product boasts awards for innovation, photojournalism, and design.

THOMSON REUTERS AUMENTUM OPENTITLE
Partnering with communities across the world to offer a sustainable solution to increase efficiency and
transparency on land rights security.

PLACE BY THOMSON REUTERS FOUNDATION
Make cities and
human settlements
inclusive, safe,
resilient and
sustainable

Reporting that explores the complex social, economic and political effects of inadequate land rights –
from environmental sustainability and food insecurity to the potential for conflict and war.

ANSWERS ON MODERN SLAVERY IN SUPPLY CHAINS
Report and insights on Modern Slavery and how Thomson Reuters tools and solutions can support
transparency and ethical business decisions:

Ensure
sustainable
consumption and
production
patterns

•
•
•
•

Modern slavery – and modern solutions
What you need to know about antislavery regulations
A roadmap to reducing risk
Antislavery solutions across your business

THOMSON REUTERS FOUNDATION STOP SLAVERY AWARD
The Stop Slavery Award is an initiative by the Thomson Reuters Foundation, and an action resulting
from the 2015 Trust Women Conference. The Award recognises companies that are taking concrete
initiatives to eradicate modern-day slavery from their supply chains.
THOMSON REUTERS FOUNDATION NEWS TRAFFICKING COVERAGE
We shine a light on human trafficking, forced labor and modern-day slavery.
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REUTERS NEWS
Latest news, insights and updates from around the world on climate and the environment. Raising
awareness of the latest stories and developments.
UNITED NATIONS FOUNDATION

Take urgent
action to combat
climate change
and its impacts

With collaboration from the United Nations Foundation, this product delivers intensive training
programs to provide journalists and communication specialists with the correct education forums they
need to understand the complex issues surrounding climate change and sustainability.

GREEN HOUSE GAS EMISSIONS AND DECARBONIZATION REPORTS
A report that analyzes key trends in top 250 global corporations responsible for 1/3 of annual GHG
anthropogenic emissions.
REUTERS INNOVATIONS VIDEO ONLINE

Protect, restore and
promote
sustainable use of
terrestrial
ecosystems,
sustainable
manage forest,
combat
desertification, and
halt and reverse
land degradation
and halt
biodiversity

Focuses on changes within science and environmental news landscape regarding climate change,
alternative energy, and sustainable community and industry development. Employs a visual aspect to
encourage and implore viewers.
REUTERS ENVIRONMENTAL ONLINE REPORT
Provides access to Reuters news coverage of global environmental reporting, which includes topics
like climate change and habitat loss to topics like technological advances and regulation.
CONVENE
App for live events that provides access to digital versions of all conference-relevant information
previously dispersed on paper. This mobile app creates a way to attend conferences in a more
sustainable manner while ensuring ease of access for all attendees.

THOMSON REUTERS CLEAR
Legal product to help US investigators access real time data in order to solve crimes and seek justice.
In action at the NFL Superbowl: Using intelligence gleaned from Thomson Reuters as well as
undercover investigators, law enforcement agencies conducted an investigation into human trafficking,
which led to the recovery of nine victims, including three under the age of 18.
Promote peaceful
and inclusive
societies for
sustainable
development,
provide access to
justice for all and
build effective,
accountable and
inclusive institution
at all levels

TRUSTLAW FROM THOMSON REUTERS FOUNDATION
Pro-bono legal service connecting the world’s lawyers with global NGOs and social enterprises to offer
in-kind legal support.
LEGAL EXECUTIVE INSTITUTE
The Thomson Reuters Legal Executive Institute brings together people from across the legal industry
to ignite conversation and debate, make sense of the latest events and trends, and provide guidance
as you confront the opportunities and challenges that these changes present.
REUTERS NEWS TRACER
The veracity of news and the integrity of information and sources have been making headlines of their
own lately. As a leading global news organization, Reuters is founded on trust and accuracy.
Reuters News Tracer is an intrapreneurial partnership across teams within Thomson Reuters with
relevant expertise and skills, Reuters and our enterprise technology professionals produced Reuters
News Tracer™, allowing journalists to spot and validate real news in real time on Twitter®.
LAWTEL
An online research service that delivers fresh results of legal news by boasting same day coverage
of significant cases and practical precedents.
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THOMSON REUTERS LEGAL TRACKER
Legal product to control cost, reduce spending, and drive efficient collaboration by ensuring
transparency into departments’ spend and risk data. This product also allows for ease of
collaboration with outside counsel by generating reports using performance analytics.
Used in 192 countries, across 42,000 law firms, allowing this product to create the largest global
community of its kind.
Strengthen the
means of
implementation and
revitalize global
partnership for
sustainable
development.
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Visit tr.com
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